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Sharps and Lacerations 
Laceration injuries and their recovery can vary in severity from quite minor to significant. Think about the difference 

between a paper cut versus a deep laceration requiring stitches versus the potential loss of a limb and how such 

injuries would change your life. It’s always better to have avoided an injury rather than to have to recover from one. 

Lacerations are often caused by contact with contact with sharp edges, pinch points, putting our hands into or in 
between moving parts, misusing cutting devices (like utility knives or saws) or sometimes even miscommunication. 
 
These types of incidents can occur as a result of:  

• Improper or inadequate training or not following procedure 

• Rushing and cutting corners 

• Not wearing required PPE 

• Missing guards or bypassing guards.  
 

Tips to protect yourself and others: 
• Check that your equipment is fit for purpose – that is, it’s designed for the work you’re going to do and in 

good working order  

• Equipment that comes with a guarded is to protect you. If it comes 

with a guard, use it. Never bypass a guard or block a sensor.  

• When using blades, make sure it’s the right one for the job.  

• When using knives or blades, make sure that the blade is sharp and 
always cut away from your body. When not in use, sheath your .  

• Knives and other sharps require ongoing maintenance to ensure 
that they are kept sharp. Working with a blunt blade can be more 
dangerous. 

• If your knife falls, don’t attempt to catch it, just let it drop.  

• Use appropriate PPE for the job – when it comes to lacerations, this 
often refers to gloves to protect your hands – depending on the work this might be leather gloves or even 
chainmail to protect your hands. Steel capped boots protect your feet from falling objects. Shields, face 
masks or safety goggles can prevent sharps from getting in to your eyes.  

• Never put any body parts in moving equipment. 

• Consider environmental factors (like wind) that can cause items to drop on you unexpectedly.   

• Check your site for SWMS or other work instructions that outline how to must undertake specific tasks.  

• If you are not trained on how to use a specific piece of equipment, do not proceed until you are competent 
in that task.  

 

Points to remember: 
• It’s better for everyone to prevent an injury than to recover from one.  

• Assess your equipment to make sure that it’s in good working order.  

• Use appropriate PPE to protect yourself.  

• Know and follow any specific procedures in place at your workplace. 

• Do not use equipment that you’re not trained to use.  

• Do not put any body parts in moving equipment.  

• Report any incidents or concerns that you have to RPR immediately. 
 


